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The problems you will encounter are not designed to be puzzles, or theoretical problems designed to stump you, but rather to reflect the challenges facing our customers. We love this format because we have to discuss cases based on our own client work. All candidates in an advisory role (and some non-advisory roles) can expect a case interview, regardless of the office to
which they apply. Learn the skills and tips on how you can successfully practice for your case interview. Additional Resources If you found this post useful, I suggest you become a registered member (it's free) to access the materials I used to pass 60 of the 61 case interviews, land 7 job offers, and end up working at McKinsey. Members have access to 6 hour video tutorials on
case interviews, the actual frames I used to pass my interviews, and over 500 articles on case interviews. To access these free resources, simply fill out the form below: What Interviews Look for Case Interview Prep Resources Resume Learning, and a successful case interview preparation will be largely a matter of practice! Case interview examples are a great resource to build
your skills and improve performance. Initially, simply reading (or watching - see below!) example cases will help you understand what you're up against. As your interview preparation progresses, you can start resolving these cases yourself and then work with others, using example case studies to simulate full consultation interviews. To start your preparation, this article collects a
whole series of free case interview examples. We start with what MyConsultingCoach has to offer before moving on to look at other useful sources. Basics: Learning to solve case studies Of course, before you can get stuck in cases, your first point of action is to get hold of what exactly case interviews are, what you are up against and how to prepare for them. Our main guide to
case interviews is a perfect start here. In particular, we recommend avoiding old-fashioned case interview boxes (Case and case interview secrets are two known examples), which are still hanging around and trading in name recognition, despite being thoroughly outdated (we have an article here on why you should avoid the case at the point). Down in business: Case
PracticeNow, once you're up to speed with what you need you know and have learned how to crack cases in principle, there is no substitute for simply putting in the hours and getting through as many practice cases as you can. Eventually, the case crack should become second nature and you will be ready for whatever your researchers throw at you! Case Interview Examples
from MCC Of course, before we go any further, MyConsultingCoach provides a whole series of case interview examples for you to rely on. Instead of the stand-in paper cases we cite from the following sources, our case studies can be used interactively within our meeting table for one by one enhancFree Case Library - A comprehensive and often up-to-date case bank covering all
styles and thematic industries. This is the best place to practice – either solo or with a case partner from the board of our meeting... Free Meeting Board - When you practice affairs with a partner on the meeting board, our system produces objective, quantified feedback on all key aspects of your case's performance - simulating how your investigator will evaluate you in real life. On
your (free) dashboard on our website, comments will also appear in total in all cases you have practiced. The resulting performance detector lets you see exactly where you're letting yourself down, and our system advises the right next steps to address your weaknesses:Video Case Examples: The case academy course has examples of cases that are associated with all video
lessons, as well as specific lessons that go through example case studies. Included is the McKinsey-style interview led by Case You Can Watch Below: Case examples from elsewhere now, while we're doing our job at mcc to provide everything you need to prepare your interview case from A-Z, that doesn't mean there are no other example cases out there that might be helpful in
helping you prepare for your interview consultation. We've gathered all the other free interview resources you may want to check out. These can be useful, for example, if you are applying to a particular business and want to have considered every available case for them. In total, there are over 2000 free cases here; so much to keep you busy! Where can you find example cases?
There are two main sources of good quality case interview examples. The first is the advisory firms themselves. McKinsey, Bain, BCG and other large companies want to see candidates at their best and thus publish several example case studies on their sites to help familiarize applicants with interview style and help them prepare. The other important source is business
schools/universities and/or advisory clubs operated by students in these institutions. These often produce large number of cases to help students prepare for land management consultation tasks after graduation. Here, we gather the best examples from leading institutions. Formats: Case books, interactive cases and case interview videosSa few cases are published as individual
PDFs. However, the arithmetic volume of publicly available example can be found in case books. These can be collected from both consulting firms and university advisory clubs. In addition to a number of example cases, they often include tips on how to answer case questions in general. In some cases, the cases published by the companies themselves will be interactive for a
much more immersive experience. Companies and business schools have also produced some videos either running through case studies or acting out entire case interviews in a realistic environment. These are especially useful to watch at the beginning of the to get a clear idea of what a case interview is like and what you're preparing for. Consulting firm Video Case Examples
These are a great way to get a real sense of what interview day will be like. BainBain, in particular, have a couple of excellent videos that show what case interviews look like and how they are evaluated: L.E.K.LK also produce some excellent video case study: It's worth noting that, beyond these example cases, consulting firms often put out much of the other useful video content,
covering other aspects of the selection process as well as in the company and explaining consulting projects that have been involved. Therefore, YouTube and similar content consultants may be worth a look for applicants. Of course, the video format can help give you a better feel for the companies and topics they talk about beyond just reading cold, hard text. Individual cases
from consulting services now, in more typical sample cases. We'll start with individual cases. Some of them are just PDF downloads, but many are more immersive, interactive experiences. Fixed Casebooks and Case Interview Guides Some of these casebooks are also interactive and generally should require reading if you are applying to one of these companies. Casebooks
University Where business schools and their advisory clubs excel is in creating a very large number of cases. These migth are not interactive, but provide plenty of material for those who take a brute force approach to the crunch through as many case studies as possible. University Case VideosA few business schools and consulting clubs have created really useful case interview
videos. Some of the best examples are presented below. Production standards may be slightly lower than their counterparts, but the content remains excellent. FisherKenan-FlaglerThis is the first in a series of videos from the Kenan-Flagler Consulting Club, which you can see in full here. Preparing the right way Mastering case cracking is a lot like learning a language. The more
you practice, the better – however, that practice won't be good if you don't have the basics in place first. Someone who doesn't speak a word of Russian could listen to Russian radio all day every day for a year and learn nothing. However, if they already had the basics of vocabulary and grammar in place, listening to Russian radio would be a great way to cement and build their
understanding of that language. Exactly the same applies to case studies - you need to understand how to solve them properly before practice really useful. How? The best place to get all the business backgrounds (your vocabulary consultation) and reasoning skills (your grammar consultation) is with our MCC Academy event course interview. There we take you from finance and
accounting basics, right through advanced reasoning skills, math consulting and our Problem Driven Structure case method. Away from the old-fashioned, unreliable frames, many many candidates are prepared with, our method is designed as a streamlined, four-step version of the seven-step roadmap used by McKinsey advisors in real commitments. You can learn more about
the MCC Academy here, and in the video below: Practice with bestPractising with a partner - perhaps one from the board of our meeting - beats solo practice. However, with the best will in the world, there is only so much you and another candidate with no real consulting experience is going to be able to give each other in terms of feedback. If you have invested the time to learn
how to crack cases properly, it makes sense to then exercise properly as well. The very best way to simulate a real consultation interview and get the kind of detailed feedback to really get up to the required level is to practice with a real consultant. No one else will be able to give you better feedback or help you move so fast. Indeed, we find that taking professional case guidance
is the biggest difference-maker in terms of candidates landing job offers. MyConsultingCoach offers the best quality coaching experience on the market. Instead of some shady list of unvetted freelancers, we choose all of our coaches to have at least two years of consulting experience with either McKinsey, Bain or BCG, as well as the existing coaching experience. Our coaching
experience is then designed to be synchronized with MCC Academy and other resources, providing a seamless learning experience. Our feedback is provided through the advanced performance radar tool. This combines your coach's quality feedback with a statistical, quantitative assessment of your progress in key areas – just as we showed for our board above, but is directly
evaluated by a real, MBB consultant. This ensures that you know exactly which skill areas to target, with MCC learning resources ready to help you do so. Learn more about our training here. Guidance: Maximum Efficiency and Complete Peace of MindFor those of you who take your preparation really seriously, MyConsultingCoach also offers comprehensive mentoring programs.
Here, an experienced MBB consultant personally undertakes the planning and supervision of your entire preparation. Edit your resume and cover letter if needed, guiding you through our course material and programming when you should have workout sessions. Not only does this offer the best possible chance of successfully landing a job, but it is also the most efficient way to
use the time you need to This is especially important for non-poor professionals aiming to switch to management consulting services from other high-workload jobs - or for busy students trying to balance interview preparation with studying for finals. Where your time is scarce, you need to make sure that every hour you can spend on preparation is best used. Optimal. Optimal.
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